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Good news! We’re making money
Bob Bolf, Acting Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562
Humber has a reputation of being a well-off
college. This college has managed to consistently make money, where other colleges often
struggle to cover their costs. Table 1 shows the
annual operating surplus and Humber’s shortterm investments, from 2010 to 2015.

and pays for its operating expenses. In a private
business, this would be called a “profit”, but at
Humber this is called a “surplus”, since Humber is a not-for-profit institution. The shortterm investments (in the table below) is the
amount of spare cash Humber has invested in
short-term investments.

The “operating surplus” shows how much
money is left over in one year after Humber
These are remarkable results. How did
takes in government and student tuition money Humber do it?
Humber College Institute of Technology & Advanced Learning

Table 1: Annual Surplus and Related Items as Reported in Annual Report Appendices 2010-2015
2010
$31,261,171

Annual Surplus

2011

2012

2013

2014

$43,619,129

$28,878,630

$24,490,154

$98,937,858 $142,556,987 $171,435,617

$195,925,771

$28,714,310 $38,962,377

2015

(from Balance Sheet)

Cumulative Surplus $31,261,171

$59,975,481

Short-term

$77,489,691 $113,476,850 $253,988,634 $276,897,556

$48,697,793

$303,070,391

Investments (from Consolidated Statement of Financial Position)
1

Source:
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Source Documents:
1

2010-2011 Annual Report Appendices, pp. 41-42

2

2011-2012 Annual Report Appendices, pp. 43-44
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2012-2013 Annual Report Appendices, pp. 42-43
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2013-2014 Annual Report Appendices, pp. 36-37
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2014-2015 Annual Report Appendices, pp. 9-10
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Job Title: Laboratory Assistant, Biotechnology
Department: School of Health Sciences

Is this the job
you dreamed
of after
completeing
your Phd?

Qualifications: The successful candidate will hold a
graduate credential (PhD preferred) in biology,
chemistry or a related science along with a minimum
of three (3) years of laboratory experience. In addition, the incumbent will have a demonstrated
commitment to research and scholarship (i.e., peer
reviewed publications)…
Classification: Part-time, 24 hours per week
Start Rate: $20.98 Maximum Rate $27.86
From Humber Competition #: 2015-1002
Close Date: November 11, 2015
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President’s notes
Audrey Taves, President, OPSEU Local 562

Awards & sabbaticals
Professional development leave
And finally, November is time to consider taking a professional development (PD) leave
(sabbatical) for the next academic year. The
call has been sent out for applications with a
Awards and donations
submission deadline of January 8, 2016. You
November is also the time for awards nights in can find the application information in the November 9 Communique, on our website, or in
many of our schools. Did you know that the
Humber Faculty Union sponsors eight differ- hard copy in the faculty union office. Article
ent student scholarship awards – one for each 20 of the collective agreement is the PD leave
article; here are some things to consider in
school? Our union also co-sponsors the upcoming Humber College Staff and Children’s your application:
Holiday Party. These parties are always lots of
fun for adults and kids. This year’s party is on  PD leave is for you to do activities that
will enhance your ability to do your work,
November 28. These initiatives by the faculty
upon return to the college.
union reflect the desire of faculty to be engaged in life at Humber.

You are not obliged to accept any direction on your work during the sabbatical
Faculty engagement
and your manager cannot withhold the application because you don't accept that diLast year’s staff engagement survey found that
faculty were the least engaged group on camrection
pus. The Employee Engagement Task Force

Course and program development work is
recently responded to the survey results for all
work that should be assigned on the SWF
staff with draft recommendations. Input on the
@ 100 per cent salary, not sabbatical work
draft recommendations was requested through
at reduced salary.
College Council. After review, your Humber  Your activities on PD leave are not limited
Faculty Union stewards were concerned that
to only academic, technical or industrial.
the draft recommendations – which did not
Article 20.02 (i) indicates that other purmention faculty as a discrete group – did not
suits that will enhance your ability upon
address the core concerns expressed by faculty
return are also recognized. Some examples
respondents to the survey. We believe that lack
of other pursuits are doing research in your
of respect for faculty, expressed in countless
own area for your benefit such as reading
ways from undervaluing educational credenvarious publications, doing outside work
tials and underpaying faculty to disregarding
in your field of expertise, or researching.
faculty input in curriculum decisions at Humber, is responsible for the lack of engagement If you have any questions about the application
of faculty outside of the classroom.
process or sabbaticals contact us at ext 4007 or
info@humberfacultyunion.org 
It’s November. Yet, as I write this we are experiencing beautiful sunshine and comfortable
temperatures - keeping the November blues at
bay.
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Faculty engagement
Bob Bolf, Acting Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562

heaven it’s not a “faculty of the month” type of effort. You know, where you get your picture posted
somewhere and maybe even a badge or some such
trinket. To me, “recognition” and “engagement” is
interactions beWe would love to publish more positive articles, the result of day-to-day
tween faculty members, their managers, and the
but the reality is that, in our position, we are
practices and policies at
Humber. I worry that
exposed to the darker side of the college. I acat Humber “recognition”, “communication”, (and
knowledge that there are many good managers at
“engagement”) will be a check-box on a form that
Humber and that there are several things that are
done well. In my opinion, all policies, practices and has to get ticked off each year.
managers (both academic and non-academic)
I believe that, with engaged faculty, Humber
should be performing well to make all of Humber
would not only be better able to adapt to the
an exciting and fruitful place to work. However,
changing post-secondary education environment, it
my focus is on faculty. I believe faculty are what
academics is about. The Ministry and students (and would also be able to shape those changes. Faculty
their families) pay money to the college because of would be involved and influencing what the college
does. This can only benefit our students and our
the faculty. Without faculty, there is no college.
future.
That is why I enthusiastically applauded the
The college is currently asking managers to do
faculty engagement initiative. There was (and may
something
about assessing faculty engagement and
be) hope. If you recall, faculty had the lowest overfrom what I can see, most managers are (rightly, in
all engagement “numbers”. One aspect of the
my opinion) not sure what to do with this.
survey that stood out for me is that the longer a
faculty member has been at the college, the lower
their engagement score. I interpret this to mean that My concern is that at Humber we will talk a good
the college wears you down. We come here thank- talk, but be unable to walk the (engagement) walk.
ful for the opportunity and enthusiastic to do good Here are some examples;
teaching work, but the on-going policies and
practices of the college squeeze that enthusiasm out 1. In one of our academic schools recently, some
faculty were docked a day’s pay for not attending
of us. The college turns our passion into “a job”.
To create the energy to maintain our enthusiasm for the school’s faculty meeting on Aug. 31. The faculty were not aware of their pay being docked until
teaching, we look elsewhere, not to the college.
someone from Humber’s Human Resources departYou may be fortunate to have a good manager.
ment phoned the affected faculty and asked them if
Having a good manager makes a world of
they wanted to buy one day of pensionable service
difference. There are many good managers at
to make up for the one day’s pay that had been
Humber, but unfortunately not enough.
docked. Upon investigation, we were informed that
docking of pay is part of and entirely consistent
Back to my point. While the college struggles to with Humber’s “attendance management” program.
figure out what to do about “engagement”, it seems How engaged would you feel if this happened to
to be blind to the fact that it’s many of its policies you? (Are you aware that Humber has an attenand practices that dis-engage faculty. A couple of dance management program for faculty?)
the areas that emerged from the engagement effort
are “recognition” and “communication”. I don’t
FACULTY continued on page 7
know what that will look like, but I hope to high
After the last Newsbreak, we received some
comments suggesting we publish more positive
articles.
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Chief Steward’s report
Bob Bolf, Acting Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562

Master’s degree calculation
awards five years of
study as the educational
Anyone who has read past issues of Newsbreak credit. The collective
knows about the disagreement we have with the agreement is clear on
this matter. These faccollege on how faculty education credits are
calculated. In the past, we have focused on the ulty members should be awarded six years
college short-changing faculty who have a two- credit.
year Master’s degree by only awarding them
LAS staffing grievance
points for one year of study.
This has now gone to arbitration. Arbitration
The next and anticipated-to-be-final arbitration meetings were held on Nov. 4 and 17. The next
one is scheduled for Dec. 2.
meeting on this topic is scheduled for late
December.

Master’s degree credit for determination
of starting salary pay grade

There’s more to it than short-changing a twoyear Master’s degree. The problem is much
more thorny. It seems to extend to faculty with
trades or professional qualifications as well. If
you have trade or professional qualifications,
and they are required for your teaching position,
you should check your starting salary
calculation.
Here’s a simple example of how Humber’s
current practice is misapplied:
Law faculty with a Master’s degree can be
short-changed one year’s credit. Many law
programs are three years in length, but to get
accepted, applicants need to have at least two
years of undergraduate degree study. So, upon
graduation from law school, the budding lawyer
has at least five years of undergraduate
education. Typically, a Master’s degree in law is
a one year degree. Upon completion of the
Masters, the individual would have six years
credit on the education scale of our starting
salary calculation. Yet, Humber consistently

Failure to pay for return to work
accommodation
A faculty member with a return-to-work
accommodation has a 65 per cent workload. The
college insists on paying this faculty member 60
per cent of their salary, due to an initial medical
assessment that has since been changed to allow
the faculty member to work at a 65 per cent
workload. The college insisted that it is not able
to adjust its pay to 65 per cent, as its payroll
system cannot handle this situation. Now, the
college is saying three courses is 60 per cent of
five courses and disregarding the 65 per cent
workload calculated on the SWF. The faculty
member is grieving.

Docking of faculty pay
Some faculty who missed the Aug. 31 departmental meeting in one school were docked a
day’s pay. The union has filed a grievance that
docking of pay is a disciplinary act, progressive
discipline steps were not followed, and the
faculty were denied union representation. 
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Part-time college support workers are
Organizing. Show your support!
On Sept. 1, 2015, OPSEU launched the largest
organizing drive in Ontario history, with the goal
to reach 10,000 part-time support staff workers
across Ontario. Across the province, support staff
are signing cards, talking to their friends and coworkers about the benefits of the union, and
standing in solidarity together as part-time and
full-time workers to fight back against precarious
employment.

get involved. Join us in spreading the word via
social media on facebook and twitter. With thousands of college workers across the province acting together, we can’t lose.
Website: www.collegeworkers.org
Find us on twitter at: @SignUpOPSEU
@CAATSupport #SignUpOPSEU
Join us on facebook: Sign Up OPSEU

As faculty members, you are only too aware of If you wish to contact the support staff local 563
the discrepancies between full-time and contract here at Humber College the email is
work at the colleges, with legislation that leaves info@humbersupportunion.org
part-time and sessional faculty with no access to
equal wages for equal work, no benefits, and temporary contracts that provide no job security.
These precarious jobs leave all faculty more vulnerable, and are an injustice to those teaching and
learning in the colleges.
The same injustices exist for part-time support
staff, with a simpler defining characteristic – anyone who works 24 hours a week or less is considered part-time, no matter what work they perform. Student workers, who often work for low
wages, are excluded from wide swathes of the
Employment Standards Act. Part-time employees
- who do the same jobs as full-time support staff
to make the colleges function, including registration clerks, IT specialists, academic advisors, lab
technicians and more - make considerably lower
wages for the same work, with no benefits and no
job security. Like the rapidly increasing numbers
of contract faculty, the growth of contract support
staff is staggering. Therefore, organizing this
group of workers is urgently required to reverse
the growing dominance of precarious work in the
colleges.
How can faculty members help with this drive?
Our most powerful tool is to work together. Talk
with your coworkers, friends and students about
the importance of this campaign. Send any parttime support staff to the website
www.collegeworkers.org so they can sign up and
6
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FACULTY continued from page 4
2. Many faculty have asked us about the "InProcess" (IP) evaluation found on their SWFs.
In-Process means that students are evaluated in
class and there is no additional out of class
work required to evaluate an IP activity. In
almost all cases, there is no IP activity done in
the course, and none is mentioned in the course
outline. Yet, somehow, associate deans and/or
deans insist that IP is one of the evaluation
calculations used for their course. This is
clearly an inaccurate reflection of the faculty
member’s workload and allows additional
students to be added to your workload. Faculty
are either coerced or ignored by management to
go along with this incorrect calculation. As a
faculty member, how engaged would you feel
by this deliberate attempt to inaccurately reflect
your workload?
3. In the last edition of Newsbreak, we
published an article from a faculty member
who was involved in reviewing curriculum to
meet PEQAB requirements. The issue was that
when it came time to respond to the PEQAB
review report, none of the faculty who contributed to the curriculum development were involved in creating the response. As a faculty
member, how engaged would you feel if your
expertise was not even sought after, never mind
being ignored?
4. If you are partial-load faculty and your pay
increases by a step during the term, your pay
does not actually increase until your next
contract. So, for example, with the way partialload seniority accumulates, you could qualify
for a salary step increase in October, but your
pay rate will not increase until your next
contract, say January. This means you will be
teaching from October to December at a lower
pay rate than you should be getting. Apparently, it’s either too difficult to make that

adjustment or it “can’t be done with our
systems”. In the meantime, the college is
saving money by not paying you what you are
supposed to be paid. How engaged would you
feel if this happened to you?
5. The college now requires all contract faculty
to buy parking passes at the start of the term
and only with two kinds of credit cards.
Previously, contract faculty could pay for their
parking passes through payroll deduction.
Given the shortage of parking spaces at the
North campus, contract faculty have to buy a
parking pass early, before the spaces run out.
Consequently, some contract faculty are forced
to buy a Fall parking pass in June, well before
they even know if they have any fall teaching
assignments. (This situation also applies to the
Winter term.) Faculty who don’t use one of two
of the available credit card options are not able
to buy a parking pass. How engaged would you
feel if this happened to you?
6. If you are a faculty member with more than
five years post-secondary education, the college
has unilaterally decided to shortchange your
starting salary. As we have written before, this
has a huge economic impact on you and your
pension. For each salary step you are shortchanged, the college saves about $3,750 a year
until you reach the top step ($2,500 in salary
plus an additional 50 per cent in employer
costs). How engaged would you feel if this
happened to you?
As you can see, some of the issues arise from
local management, but many arise as a result of
the college’s practices imposed by the nonacademic side of the college.
As a faculty member, would you rather have
better practices by the college that truly support
your efforts in teaching, a “recognition” trinket/
activity, or a senior manager giving a speech at
a President’s Lunch? 
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PEQAB assessment continued
Jeff Winch, Professor, School of Media Studies & Information Technology
In my last article in the October 2015 issue of
Newsbreak, I described the situation where at a
meeting about the program, the Postsecondary
Education Quality Assessment Board (PEQAB)
report on the program was held back from faculty.
At that meeting, we were told the PEQAB report
was not good. Administration didn’t share it, they
claimed, because they didn’t want faculty to worry
about losing their jobs. So, of course people were
now concerned about their livelihood and the
program’s future instead of about the assessment.
This condescending approach suggests management views faculty not as a partner or stakeholder
but as an underling. Did we only get this
“response” because of the Freedom of Information
Request (FOI) that I had filed?
After reviewing the report, six months after
Humber first received it, I found it not bad at all.
Certainly not a report that warrants termination of
a program. It was accurate actually, in both its
praise and criticisms. Humber’s response to the
assessment is interesting in its resistance to the
PEQAB recommendations. It contains lines like,
“unsubstantiated comments put forward by
individual students and faculty members at the site
visit”, implying we were lying or misinformed.
Was this one of the things they didn’t want us to
see? There were also misleading statements and
inaccurate statistics given, all of which supported
arguments that resisted PEQAB suggestions.
Frustrated, I went to see Chris Whittaker. When
I told him I was the one who had filed the FOI, he
apologized unreservedly, and said that when he
found out about the FOI, he had ordered the
documents released. We had a good conversation
about institutional malaise, transparency and
support for the classroom. He was receptive,
listened and was willing to hear criticism. Chris
Whittaker said all the right things and seemed to
care about transparency and standards in education. But I have yet to see any changes happen.
8

The PEQAB process, as it currently stands, has
placed too much power in too few hands. There is
no transparency, accountability or oversight if
management decides to hide a report and respond
in any way it wishes. This does not serve
students, faculty or Humber’s publicly stated
values of excellence and respect. “We uphold the
highest ethical standards, and affirm and protect
the rights, dignity, and integrity of each member
of our diverse community.” The words ring
hollow.
The same pattern with PEQAB has happened in
the Business School as well. Is this a college-wide
policy? Who is served by withholding
information, and what are the motives for doing
so? There is no excuse for such secrecy, especially
in an educational institution. We need to change
the way we deal with PEQAB assessments or else
we should rewrite our core values. 

Help Wanted
Diversity & Equity Committee
Are you committed to equity for the diverse
members of Humber’s community?
Are you interested in working to build and
foster an inclusive environment at Humber?
We need a third faculty representative on the
committee. It meets monthly during the
academic year and time is given on your SWF
for the committee meetings and work.
For more info, please call ext 4007 or email the
union office at info@humberfacultyunion.org
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Letters to the Editor
A reader responded to “Program coordinator position” by
Stacey Merritt from the October 2015 Newsbreak.
PCs - who are mostly full-time and fully
protected by the union have control over the
livelihoods of - contract faculty who do not
have this protection, they actively (but perhaps,
unwittingly) perpetuate unfair and unequal
conditions. This is a slippery slope for the future integrity of the union. It is no surprise that
the use of contract faculty - doing the same job
2. That Humber College ask PCs to only
execute tasks that are in accordance with with the same qualifications, but without the
same union protection and wages - has become
the collective agreement.
the preference of the administration.
3. That by agreeing to #’s 1 and 2, more
The fact that this has gone on so long
faculty will want to work as PCs.
historically in the colleges has, unfortunately,
normalized this unethical practice. PCs have
4. That ways to aid in the professional
development of PCs, in accordance with become convinced that they need to do this
work for the ‘sake of the program’. But, the
Article 14.03A3, be established.
reality is that without real control over the
Although the goals are noteworthy, they fail to budget, resources and policy decisions, which
only the administration has, it is only an
address the ethical issues underlying the
blurred lines between the administrator and PC illusion of control.
duties. Most important is the issue that no
program coordinator should have a say over the The situation of top down governance in the
work assignment of any other faculty member Ontario college system in which administrators
have more power and control than faculty and
- full-time or contract.
staff is certainly unaccountable and should be
changed. But, this will never happen if PCs do
The collegial relationship between faculty
who work in the same program is undermined not stop doing the administration’s job. The
when one faculty member can make a decision watchword here is solidarity - among all facthat affects the livelihood, schedule or duties of ulty.
another faculty member. It creates a toxic
situation where the people who should be
Name withheld by request
collaborating become divided. Further, when
In the last issue of Newsbreak, there was a
report on a union/management meeting looking
at the duties of program coordinators (PCs).
The four goals were identified as:
1. An understanding of what tasks are
appropriate for PCs to perform.
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We want you but...
Bob Bolf, Acting Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562
Anyone who has read past issues of Newsbreak knows about the disagreement we have
with the college on how faculty education
credits are calculated. In the past, we have
focused on the college short-changing faculty
who have a two-year Master’s degree by only
awarding them points for one year of study.
Is the second year of a Master’s program
essentially at the same level as the first? The
college has shown no evidence that supports
this assertion.

you will see a fuller, more detailed guide
through the various MBA websites.
If you have a different Master’s degree, I
believe you will find the same situation. In
fact, if you have a two-year Master’s degree in
any other discipline, you may want to do
similar research on various university websites
and send me the results. I will publish your
findings anonymously if you wish.

As I have begun to demonstrate, each year of
a two-year MBA program is sufficiently
different in learning that the MBA should be
I am most familiar with the MBA degree.
So, I spent a few minutes reading through the awarded two years credit. I believe this to be
MBA websites for Rotman, Schulich, McGill, true for other two-year Master’s degrees.
DeGroote and Harvard MBA programs. These
My biggest problem with Humber’s current
programs offer a two-year MBA.
practice is that the starting salary calculation
affects all faculty. It has a direct impact on
I found no evidence that a two-year MBA
your pay, benefits and pension. By shortdegree is essentially two first-years done
changing you on how the starting salary is
sequentially. Let me show you a very shortcalculated, they are showing how little respect
ened example of what I did find.
the college has for faculty.
DeGroote
http://mbarecruit.degroote.mcmaster.ca/
curriculum/specializations/

The other problem is that Humber has never
offered any justification for its practice other
than “that’s the way it’s always been done”.
“Specializations
There has never been any evidence supporting
The courses taken during the first year of the their reason for the current practice. I suspect I
MBA program cover a wide range of topics to have spent more time researching the topic by
give a broad understanding of how business
writing this article than anyone in the Human
works. In your second year you have the opResources department has spent validating the
tion of concentrating your electives in a par- reasons for their current practice, yet the
ticular area. You can earn a specialization,
practice affects many faculty.
preparing yourself for the type of career you
want to pursue. You also have the option of
How engaged does this college practice
pursuing a minor. “
make you feel? Now go back and re-read
“Good news! We’re making money” on
If you would like to see a fuller description page 1. 
of what I found for Rotman, Schulich, McGill,
DeGroote and Harvard MBA programs, please
go the humberfacultyunion.org website, where

10
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Academic accommodation for students.
What is the professor’s role?
Are you unsure what accomodations you must
provide for students? Confused about specific
accomodations requested?
Concerned about the extra time needed to meet
the accommodations when you have multiple
students needing accommodations? Are you
concerned that these accommodations
disadvantage the rest of the students?
The Ontario Human Rights Code gives
students within protected grounds the right to
reasonable accommodation. The intent is to give
the student a “level playing field” with other

students, not to undermine academic standards.
If you have concerns about a specific student’s
needs, the Accessibility Consultant noted on the
student’s accommodation letter would be happy
to speak with you.
Your faculty union will be addressing the
issues of additional faculty time needed to meet
accommodations with management - both for
full-time and contract faculty.
We will address this issue in more detail in a
future Newsbreak. 

Humber and political education
John Steckley, Professor (retired), School of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Recently, we saw a triumph of the electoral process
in Canada. Just how much a victory it was we shall
see in the next few weeks and months. Groups usually marginalized in the process, Aboriginal peoples and post-secondary students, were engaged in
voting in numbers that were certainly recordbreaking. And 10 Aboriginal people were elected,
eight Liberals and two NDP, almost making up
their percentage of the total population. When
Justin Trudeau’s dad was first elected in 1968, the
first Aboriginal MP, Leonard Marchand, was a
member of his government.
What about the post-secondary student participation in the election? Canadian universities and
Elections Canada worked to set up ways in which
students away from their home ridings could vote.
On the CBC, I watched and heard university students that were benefitting from these measures,
and they didn’t sound well-informed at all
(although I think it might have been the intent of
the reporters to highlight such ignorance). We need
sessions in which students, faculty and staff working together could identify what the issues were
and what their impact would be on the students.
Humber has, for the last few years, become more
and more like a business and less like an educa-

tional facility, branding the institution with silly
“We are…” slogans. (My favourite was: “We aim
higher,” which I moved to a location strategically
close to the men’s washroom). It is important that a
union perspective be communicated. Joe Grogan,
now retired and formerly an LAS instructor, did a
great job of teaching labour history as a course. A
quick look at the courses offered by LAS seems to
me to see it reflecting more a capitalism-friendly
curriculum, and less of a left-wing positive perspective than it once did.
Unions in Canada in the late 19th and first-half of
the 20th century were major educators in politics,
including their publications such as the Canadian
Unionist, and Labour World /Le Monde Ouvrier.
Nova Scotian Colin McKay was a ‘working class
intellectual’ who wrote prodigiously, informing
workers and small-business owners on sociopolitical matters in such articles as “The crime of
low wages” and “The small business man. How the
capitalist system annihilates self-earned private
property and reduces the small business man to the
economic category of the worker.” Humber, as an
educational institution and as one with a union with
a proud history, should provide ways in which its
students are both politically aware and active. 
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Salary calculation a problem for all faculty
We mentioned in the October 2015 issue of Newsbreak that it is Humber
policy to undervalue the educational credentials of faculty who have:

two-year Master’s degrees

three-level Certified Journeyperson (for trades)
Since then, we have uncovered several new areas where salary calculations
undervalue faculty’s educational credits:

undergraduate education required to become a lawyer

professional accreditations such as P.Eng, CA, CMA, CPA

relevant CAAT diplomas in addition to university degrees

PhDs

Inaccurate salary
calculations are done
by the college in all
areas of formal
education, not just the
two-year Masters.

The faculty union has been in dispute with management since 2012 about
the two-year Master’s degree salary calculation. We have advised the college that we will now dispute other areas of salary calculations, which affect
placement on the salary grid, future earnings, and pension contributions.
The college’s practice of undervaluing faculty’s education credentials impacts both full-time and partial-load hires. We will focus on the full-time
hires in this article, and address the partial-load hires in a future Newsbreak
article.
We have analyzed the last six years of full-time cohorts (2010-2015). Of the
285 new full-time faculty hires since 2010, this practice affected the salary
placements of at least 184 full-time faculty. This year, for the 184 full-time
faculty to whom this applies, the college will save $460,000 in wages and
$51,500 in pension contributions.
Over 15 years of service, the college will save $6.8 million in wages and
$945,000 in pension contributions. That’s just for the last six cohorts of new
full-time hires. This does not include previous full-time cohorts or the partial-load faculty.

For 1 lost step, a fulltime faculty loses
$2,500 in wages and
$700 in pension
contributions, per year.

These are stolen wages and unpaid pension contributions.
Faculty who grieve this calculation could receive back pay, if the arbitrators
decide in their favour. If you don’t grieve, you lose these potential wages
and pension. Please contact your area steward or the union office if you
would like to have your salary calculation reviewed, and to discuss options
for further action.
Contact the union to have your salary calculation accurately evaluated. 
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Over 15 years of
service, a full-time
faculty loses
approximately $37,000
in wages and $10,200 in
pension contributions.
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